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Abstract
The paper investigates the topic of green architecture from an architectural point of view and
not an energy point of view. The purpose of the paper is to establish a debate about the
architectural language and spatial characteristics of green architecture. In this light, green
becomes an adjective that describes the architectural exclusivity of this particular architecture
genre. The adjective green expresses architectural qualities differentiating green architecture
from none-green architecture. Currently, adding trees and vegetation to the building’s facade is
the main architectural characteristics of green architecture. The paper argues that this
greenification of facades is insufficient. The green is only a skin cladding the exterior envelope
without having a spatial significance. Through the paper it is proposed to flip the order of
words from green architecture to architectural green. Architectural green could signify green
architecture with inclusive interrelations between green and space, built and unbuilt, inside and
outside. The aim of the term is to reflect a new focus in green architecture – its architectural
performance. Ecological issues are not underestimated or ignored, but so far they have
overshadowed the architectural potential of green architecture. The paper questions how a green
space should perform, look like and function. Two examples are chosen to demonstrate
thorough integrations between green and space. The examples are public buildings categorized
as pavilions. One is Dutch pavilion at Hannover (MVRDV, 2000). The second is MFO Park
(Burckhardt + Partner AG, 2002). By the means of the examples, possible characteristics and
performance of architectural green are discussed and evaluated. The paper argues that the
notion of green as an architectural quality is not limited to the architecture of pavilions and can
be applied in other architectural forms and functions. The paper ends by questioning the
potential of architectural green in urbanity.
Keywords: architectural green, space, landscape, architectural performance

1.

FRAMEWORK

This paper is a part the introductory phase of my PhD study titled: Re-thinking Interaction
Between Landscape and Urban Buildings. The research explores what the architectural
performance of nature experience could be. Nature experience could mean literally nature (e.g. a
walk in the forest), but it could also mean an abstract meaning of nature (e.g. changes of light
during the day).
Through the research it is aimed to understand the current knowledge of interactions between
landscape and urban buildings, and to evaluate it. As well as to generalize the current
knowledge to operational planning methods, and to develop new prototypes.
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2.
2.1

GREEN
Current green is insufficient

Currently green architecture reads green rather literally. It is either green equal ecology and
sustainability or green equal vegetation. One performs through to the building’s technology, and
the other through the building’s external expression. None of them relates to the spatial
characteristics and experience. Covering buildings green by vegetation has become a trend
(almost a standard) in contemporary architecture. So that architectural green means mainly
facade materiality. For instance, skyscrapers designed by Ken Yeang have nearly become an
icon for green architecture. Yeang believes that ecological buildings “should look green and
express the climate and vegetation of the place” (Kjeldsen, 2009). “Looks green”, and
“functions green” could follow with “feels green” or experienced as green. Another example,
‘Vertical Garden’ of Patrick Blanc represents a plane green facade. It is beautiful, optimistic and
vigorous, but it does not contribute to the spatial experience. Tower flower in Paris (François,
2004) is an example for attached plants to facade. The building features a green facade of
bamboo pots embedded in the balconies. The bamboo pots are large and three dimensional, and
yet it is still in a level of facade materiality. Current green architecture does not underline its
spatial characteristics. It stays on the surface. Back to the ‘Vertical Garden’, the green wall,
outside or inside a space, is glued to a normal wall and does not participate in the spatial
creation. The bamboo of the Tower flower is a filter between the residential unit and the city.
Socially, it softens the transition between the two. And architecturally?
2.2

Architectural green

What kind of spaces does green architecture generate? What is the architectural potential of
green architecture? The answer to these questions is not oblivious. Green architecture is not
known or evaluated by its architectural performance. Yet, if green architecture is the future,
shouldn’t we – architects and planners – emphasize the architectural contribution of this genre?
Flipping the order of words from green architecture to architectural green could be the first
action towards a new focus - the architectural potential of green architecture.
Green could penetrate in to the space. It could grow out from the space. It could shape the
space. It could define the space. And space could look green, feel green, host green or be made
out of green. However, the idea of this paper is to open up the discussion about the potential of
architectural green, rather than describing what architectural green is.
3.

ANALYZING ARCHITECTURAL GREEN

This chapter explores possible architectural performance of green. Two examples are agents to
this discussion. Both examples have a public function and similar footprint. One is Dutch
pavilion at Hannover (MVRDV, 2000). The second is MFO Park (Burckhardt + Partner AG,
2002). They are chosen because they demonstrate a fusion between green and space.
The examples are not typical urban buildings. For the purpose of the paper, they are categorized
as pavilions. It seems as the architecture of pavilions is more experimental, and more open to
become interdisciplinary objects that embrace an exchange between landscape features and
architectural characteristics.
3.1

Dutch pavilion Expo 2000

Expo 2000 in Hannover, the Dutch pavilion was titled ‘The Netherlands stack landscapes’. The
pavilion introduced the concept of copy / paste. Copy and paste landscape from its context to
another context, in this case from its context in The Netherlands into a building in Germany.
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Through that, the pavilion showed that the scale and experience of landscape could be
condensed to the architectural size of a building (relatively small building). Dunes, tulip green
house, forest and water - five landscapes represented the Dutch landscape from nature to
agriculture, both wild and cultivated landscapes (Fig. 1). By accommodating a different
landscape in each floor, new relationships were created between the landscapes – walking from
dunes to the forest through a tulip field and back. As artificial as it is, it felt real. The landscapes
brought a familiar smell, sound, image and noise. They reminded of a similar landscape, where
we have been before. The pavilion also illustrated teamwork of technology and nature. On the
top floor, windmills generated power for the building. Energy, electricity, air and water were
cycled from one floor to another. As a result, the pavilion represented an ecosystem of
landscapes. Socially, the pavilion symbolized the process of changes in Dutch society and land.
It addresses the role of nature as consequence to increasing population and density. “It presents
the paradoxical notion that as diversity increases, so too seemingly, does cohesion”. (MVRDV,
2002)

Figure 1. forest level

Observations: diverse readings of green are reflected in the pavilion’s architecture. The
differentiation between the greens generates various possible performance and characteristics of
architectural green. The main reading of green is green as landscape. It generates not only an
image, but a whole scenery. The spatial experience is created by the scale, sensation, and
presentation of landscape. Secondary readings of green are green as system that generates a
mini ecosystem, and green as process that generates a symbol to the Dutch growth.
Another observation is the architectural contribution. By pairing green and architecture, new
mixed forms are possible, for instance, stacking landscapes or realization of hypothetical
connections between the landscapes. Landscape conditions and positions that do not exist in
reality can be realized through architecture and design.
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3.2

MFO Park

MFO Park is a vertical park located in the Neu-Oerlikon District of Zurich. “Through an
elaborate network of cables and planting trenches, the structure employs the simple growing
habit of vines to create a series of spectacular immersive living volumes”. (Margolis and
Robinson, 2008) MFO Park represents a potential of new type of landscape – vertical and
artificial. A multi level steel construction is covered with various types of vines (Fig 2). In order
to allow vines climb so high, they grow from various levels and watered regularly and
automatically. The structure sustains the vines and the vines cover the structure. The park has no
particular function. It is made for the public to recreate. It is a green arena of happenings. The
park provides different spatial experiences by diverse spaces. The big hall reminds of a
cathedral - green gothic church. The park’s edges are like a green arcade - walking inside a
vegetal wall. Sitting on the cantilevered balconies feels as floating in a green space. The sun
deck on top gives a view on the space below. In one space the body scale is lost in the big scale,
while in another space the scales - body and space - are equivalent. As any other park, the space
changes over time. “With each seasonal cycle the structure shifts from a bare steel armature into
a spectacular display of foliage and flowers”. (Margolis and Robinson, 2008) This obviously
contributes to the spatial experience of the park.

Figure 2. living volumes

Observations: Normally, buildings are the agent to discus green architecture. In This example, it
is a park. The park is a building. As well this example represents various readings of green and
different performances of architectural green as consequence. “While the project may not
dramatically alter the purpose of an urban park, its design elevates what a park can be in an
urban context: vertical and spatial, architectural and green” (Hill, 2007). In this example green
is mainly read as architectural, spatial and vertical. This meaning of green performs in features
such as living volumes, vegetal walls, which mutually represent green and space. Secondary
readings of green are green as diversity that generates various spaces to hang out, and green as
seasonal that reflects changes over time. The architectural contribution could not be separated
from the contribution of the green. Without architecture there would not be a park, without the
green there would not be a park. The contribution is mutual. Is it because that the function of the
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structure is park, or could a building with another function (such as residential building)
implement such a committed contribution?
4.

POTENTIAL OF ARCHITECTURAL GREEN

This chapter generalizes the analysis of the examples and launches a discussion about the
potential of architectural green in the city.
4.1

Learning from pavilion architecture

The examples embrace various meanings of green: green as ecological motif, system, process,
space, diversity and seasonal changes. They showed that each reading of green generates a
different architectural performance. For example reading green as landscape generates different
spatial performance than reading green as diversity. Each example reflects several meanings of
green. For instance, the main reading of green in the Dutch pavilion is green as landscape;
secondary readings are green as system and process. Together the green meanings represent a
notion of green, while each example compounded the notion differently.
By generalizing the findings of the previous chapter, three concepts seem significant to
architectural green:
ARTIFICIALITY – whether green is natural or not, a merge of green and space is always
artificial. By merging technology (space) and nature (green) new landscape typologies can be
developed, which do not exist naturally, for instance vertical landscape and spatial landscape.
Both examples represent verticality and spatiality. The first example stacks landscapes to a
vertical expression of the Dutch land and society. The second example gives a vertical solution
to the shortage of green spaces in the city. Both examples invite the visitors to walk in spatial
landscapes. The first exemplifies a space that hosts landscape. The second shows living space.
The concept of artificiality opens up some discussion issues. For instance, it could be interesting
to investigate whether the social effect of artificial landscape is equal to one of real landscape.
Another issue, it could be interesting to play with various balances between natural and
unnatural, in order to achieve different spatial characteristics.
HYBRIDIZATION – in relation to green architecture (or architectural green), the words green
and architecture cannot be read solely, and cannot be separated. It is a mixed form of the notion
of green with the notion of space. The first example illustrates a combination of various
landscape typologies to an eco-building. It is a hybrid of landscapes, and it is a hybrid of
landscape and structure. The hybrid of landscapes introduces new connections and positions of
landscapes. The structure – landscape hybrid brings a theoretical discussion about the potential
of copy - paste landscape into a building. The second example shows a hybrid of structure and
vegetation introducing a new building materiality constructed by structure materialized by
leaves. Hybridization could be a fusion of various oppositional entities. In this framework, one
would always relate to space, structure, and architecture. The other will relate to green,
landscape, and nature.
SENSATION – the fusion of green and space has a strong effect on the spatial experience. The
spaces (to some degrees) are experienced as nature. The spaces stimulate the Sensation of Green
(Earon, 2008). The first example stimulates by the visitors a familiar experience of for instance
being in the dunes. The green structure of the second example is a strong contradiction to dense
urban surroundings. This green oasis assists in reducing stress and could stimulate relaxation.
Sensation links to the social meaning of green. It could open a discussion about other meanings
of green, in which might be not green at all, but stimulate a ‘green emotion’. Imaging how a
blind person sense space, sensation is about the experience rather than the physical
performance.
Artificiality, verticality, spatiality, hybridization, sensation – are these key characteristics for
architectural green? No, these are the findings of the analysis of two examples. These findings
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could be a point of departure to discuss the architectural potential of green. They could initiate
the unfolding process of what the performance and features of architectural green.
4.2

New architecture?

In relation to the Dutch pavilion, MVDRV asked whether the pavilion represents new nature
based on a strong relationship between nature and technology (MVDRV, 2002). However, let us
turn the question 180 degrees – do the examples represent new architecture based on a strong
relationship between space and green? In relation to pavilions this architecture is not new, but
an implementation of it in relation to urban buildings could be new. It seems as a range of urban
functions – such as residential building, office building, school and community centre - could
benefit from a thorough integration of space and green and for example from the concepts of
artificiality, hybridization and sensation. Considering the roughness and density of urbanity, it
seems also that the urban surroundings could benefit from such a green pause (which is actually
a necessary building). However the full potential of architectural green has yet to be developed,
designed and realized.
5.

CONCLUSION

The architectural performance of the notion of green is not limited to the architecture of
pavilions and can be applied in other architectural forms and functions. The analysis of the
pavilions is not a fantasy, and it could be transferred to planning methods to realize a strong
connection between green and space in urban architecture.
What kind of spaces does green architecture generate? Following the paper the answer could be
architectural forms that essentially fuse green and space, architectural forms with a wide
understanding of artificiality, or architectural forms with a sensation of green.
However the paper argues that the concepts of artificiality, hybridization and sensation are not
key characteristics of architectural green, but a point of departure in the unfolding process of
what architectural green might mean or be. In fact, the purpose of this paper is to launch a
discussion about the architectural potential of green architecture, and not define it.
6.
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